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ABSTRACT
User authentication is a crucial service in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that is becoming
increasingly common in WSNs because wireless sensor nodes are typically deployed in an unattended
environment, leaving them open to possible hostile network attack. The main research goal of the
paper is to securely authenticate remote user in a convenient and user friendly manner. In this paper,
we propose a RSA (asymmetric Rivest, Shamir, Adleman cryptographic algorithm for encryption based
remote user authentication using smart cards in hierarchical wireless sensor networks. Usually, the
proposed scheme includes three phases for user authentication such as registration phase, login phase
and authentication phase. First an asymmetric Rivest, Shamir, Adleman(RSA) cryptographic algorithm
that resolves security weaknesses. The RSA method is suitable for applications with higher security
requirements. Finally, we present a comparison of security and computation time for the proposed
method. Our proposed scheme achieves better security against attacks and less computational time as
compared to those for other existing cryptographic approaches.
KEY WORDS:
Hierarchical wireless sensor networks, Network security, Cryptography, Smart cards,
Authentication.
1. INTRODUCTION
Remote user authentication is a method to authenticate remote users to a server over
insecure networks [1]. In today’s electronic era, smart card based remote user authentication schemes
are widely acknowledged as one of the most secure and reliable forms of electronic identification [2].
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are applied widely a variety of areas such as military, environmental
monitoring, real- time traffic monitoring, measurement of seismic activity, wildlife monitoring,
medical, building condition monitoring and so on. Remote User authentication in WSNs is a critical
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security issue due to their unattended and hostile deployment in the field to deal with secret data over
insecure networks. With the help of remote user authentication schemes, people can interact with the
server through distributed or portable terminals. In a remote user authentication scheme, the
authenticity and integrity of the user and the server are important elements over an insecure network
[3]. At their best, the remote user and remote server can securely authenticate each other, processing
and protecting the communication in a convenient and user friendly manner.
Smart cards play an important role in our everyday life. We utilize them as credit cards,
electronic purses, health cards, and secure tokens for authentication of individual identity. But, since
smart cards have low computing capability, lots of authentication schemes using smart cards have been
designed without public key cryptosystem technology for computation efficiency [4, 5 and 6]. Under
the circumstances, if a smart card is lost or stolen, those schemes are usually weak from the offline
password guessing attack, because human-memorable passwords are not long enough to resist the
attack. Each user has their unique biometric characteristics, such as voice, fingerprints, iris recognition
and so on. These biometric characteristics have irreplaceable advantages: reliability, availability, nonrepudiation and less cost. Therefore, biometric authentication has widely used.
There are no proper ad hoc infrastructures in wireless sensor networks where a large number of
sensor nodes are deployed by truck or plane on a target field. After deployment of sensor nodes, they
communicate to other neighboring nodes within their communication range to form clusters. After
that, one cluster head or gateway node is selected by base station or sensor nodes for each cluster on
the basis of energy, signal strength, degree, capability, mobility etc. All the sensor nodes sense raw data
from environment and send to their nearest cluster head by single-hop or multi-hop communication
[7]. Cluster heads gather the raw data and send to nearest base station or sink node by multi-hop or
single-hop communication [7]. Finally, data are collected from base station. The collected data is not
always real time data because all cluster heads send data to base station after a certain periodic time. If
we collect data directly from cluster heads, we can get real time data. This is possible if it is allowed to
access those real time data directly from cluster head, when demanded. Hence, it is needed to first
authorize the accessors and then allows to access to do secure communication among accessors and
cluster heads [8].
In recent years, the main goal is to design authentication scheme in such a manner that the
designed protocol is better tread-off among security and communication cost than the previously
published scheme. These types of schemes are applicable to the areas such as computer networks,
wireless networks, remote login systems, operation systems and database management systems. The
goal of a remote user authentication scheme is to identify a valid card holder as having the rights and
privileges indicated by the issuer of the card. There exist many user authentication protocols in
literature for wireless sensor network [9-18]. We have pointed out that their scheme is insecure against
some attacks such as insider attack and session key recovery attack. Further, it is noted that base station
uses user’s secret parameter in the user’s registration phase which is impossible. Additionally, their
scheme suffers from dynamic cluster head addition overhead problem, limited number of cluster head
access problem and clock synchronization problem.
The cluster heads in hierarchical wireless sensor networks gather real time data from the other
ordinary sensor nodes and send those data to a nearest base station [19]. But, the main important issue
is that how a user will get the real time data directly from a cluster head securely. To solve this problem,
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many user authentication schemes have been proposed in literature. The various cryptographic
algorithms are available for network security [20]. The symmetric cryptographic algorithms are high
speed compared than asymmetric cryptographic algorithms or public key cryptographic systems like
RSA, Elliptic Curve Cryptography. The public key cryptographic algorithms are more secure than
symmetric algorithms. Because, it has two keys one for encryption and another one for decryption. The
encryption algorithms are more secured depends on the key value and its size. But, the key distribution
is major problem. In this hybrid encryption technique we propose symmetric encryption for
encryption/decryption and using public key cryptosystems for authentication [21]. The hybrid
encryption technique is a combination of both symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of this paper describes literature review. Then
our proposed RSA method is introduced and discussed in section 3. Then the security analysis with
various attacks are discussed in Section 4. Section 5, provides performance evaluation of the proposed
scheme through analysis and comparative study of simulation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Some of the recent work related to the remote user authentication is listed below:
Xue-lei Li et al. [22] proposed password as an easy-to-remember credential plays an important
role in remote user authentication schemes, while drawing from a space so small that an adversary may
exhaustively search all possible candidate passwords to guess the correct one. In order to enhance the
security of the password authentication scheme, smart card was introduced as the second factor to
construct two-factor authentication scheme. However, we find out that two latest smart-card-based
password authentication schemes were vulnerable to offline password guessing attacks under the
definition of secure two-factor authentication. Furthermore, in order to show the serious consequence
of offline password guessing attacks, we illustrate that the password compromise impersonation
attacks as further threats were effective to break down the authentication schemes. Finally, we
conclude the reasons why these weaknesses exist and present our improved ideas to avoid these
problems in the future.
With the growing popularity of network applications, multi-server architectures were
becoming an essential part of heterogeneous networks and numerous security mechanisms had been
widely studied in recent years. To protect sensitive information and restrict the access of precious
services for legal privileged users only, smart card and biometrics based password authentication
schemes have been widely utilized for various transaction-oriented environments. In 2014, Chuang and
Chen proposed an anonymous multi-server authenticated key agreement scheme based on trust
computing using smart cards, password, and biometrics. They claimed that their three-factor scheme
achieves better efficiency and security as compared to those for other existing biometrics-based and
multi-server schemes. Unfortunately, Chun-Ta Li et al. [23] found that the user anonymity of ChuangChen's authentication scheme cannot be protected from an eavesdropping attack during
authentication phase. Moreover, their scheme was vulnerable to smart card lost problems, many
logged-in users' attacks and denial-of-service attacks and was not easily reparable.
The advancement of communication technology resulted in increasing number of security
threats over public Internet on remote servers. In 2014, Shipra et al. proposed an improved remote user
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authentication scheme using smart cards with check digits. Shipra et al. claimed that their scheme was
secure and efficient against all major cryptographic attacks. Unfortunately, their scheme was
vulnerable to some of the cryptographic attacks, particularly “online password guess attack” as
discussed in this manuscript. As a part of our contribution, Mrudula Sarvabhatla et al. [24] proposed a
robust and extra secure authentication scheme for remote users based on smart cards with check
digits, with slight increase in the cost. Security was the fundamental compared to complexity, since
complexity could be easily manage with improved technology.
Recently, Xue et al. proposed a lightweight dynamic pseudonym identity based authentication
and key agreement protocol for multi-server architecture (2014). They claimed that their scheme
overcomes security flaws of related schemes. In this paper, were analyze the security of Xue et al. ’ s
scheme and show that their scheme cannot resist password guessing attacks. In addition, their scheme
cannot achieve user anonymity and intractability. To conquer these defects, Hao Lin et al. [25] proposed
an improved and lightweight pseudonym identity-based authentication scheme for multi-server
environment. Compared with Xue et al.’s scheme, our protocol not only maintains the merits, but also
overcomes the security flaws.
In a recent paper (BioMed Research International, 2013 /491289), Khan et al. proposed an
improved biometrics-based remote user authentication scheme with user anonymity. The scheme was
believed to be secure against password guessing attack, user impersonation attack, server
masquerading attack, and provide user anonymity, even if the secret information stored in the smart
card was compromised. Fengtong Wen et al. [26] analyze the security of Khan et al.’s scheme, and
demonstrate that their scheme doesn’t provide user anonymity. This also renders that their scheme
was insecure against other attacks, such as off-line password guessing attack, user impersonation
attacks. Subsequently, they propose a robust biometric-based remote user authentication scheme.
Besides, they simulate their scheme for the formal security verification using the wide-accepted BAN
logic to ensure our scheme was working correctly by achieving the mutual authentication goals.
3. PROPOSED RSA METHOD
We identify the objectives of our research work is to design a remote user authentication
scheme in a hierarchical wireless sensor network which can address all the problems of the former
schemes, make the scheme secure against all possible attacks and compare the scheme in terms
computational time with other related schemes. In this proposed design methodology, a smart-card
based user authentication scheme in hierarchical wireless sensor network using RSA method is
proposed. In the proposed Scheme, the process flow consists of three phases: Registration phase, login
phase, Verification phase. In security analysis, we consider various attacks like privileged insider attack,
guessing attack, stolen verifier attack, man-in-the-middle attack, DoS attack, many logged-in users with
same login-id attack, and smart card breach attack.
a) RSA cryptography
The concatenated user name and password of the user is encrypted and decrypted using the
RSA cryptographic algorithm to secure the communication from an unauthorized access. RSA (Rivest,
Shamir, Adleman) operates on the decimal value of the message and its robustness is based on the
impossibility to factorize very large numbers (of at least 300 digits). The RSA algorithm is based on the
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assumption that integer factorization is a difficult problem. This means that given a large value n, it is
difficult to find the prime factors that make up n. It is a most popular asymmetric key algorithm.
1) Key Generation
The following procedure is carried out for the key generation:
(i) Choose two very large random prime integers and .
(n) ; n =
( n) =
(p1) (q 1)
pq ; f
(ii) Compute n and : f
(n)) =
1
(iii) Choose an integer ,1 <
(where
means greatest common denominator).
e<
f
(n) such that: gcd (e, f
dº
1 (mod f
(n))
d<
j
(n)such that: . e *
(iv) Compute ,1<
(n, d ) . The values of ,
The encryption public key is K E =
(n, e) and the decryption private key isK D =
(n) are private; e is the public or encryption exponent; d is the private or decryption
p , q and j
exponent. In our experiment, the information we have to encrypt is the masked password
2) Encryption
The masked password MPi of the registrant user is encrypted as,
e
Ei ( MPi ) =
MPi (mod n)
(1)
In the login phase, the masked password SMPi of the smart card user is encrypted as,
e
Ei ( SMPi ) =
SMPi (mod n) (2)
The encrypted masked password of the registrant user and the login smart card user is stored in the
base station Yi.
3) Decryption:
The encrypted information is decrypted and store in the base station. The decrypted masked
password of the registrant user is given as,
d
Di ( MPi ) =
Ei (mod n ) (3)
The decrypted login smart card user masked password is taken as,
d

Di ( SMPi ) =
Ei (mod n )

The encrypted and the decrypted information of the registrant user and the login user is stored
in the base station for user authentication.
b) Authentication Scheme
1.Registration phase
Initially, a new registrant user register his/her identity at the remote server in the Registration
phase. Registrant Xi send his/her user name IXi , password Pi and personal biometrics BKi on the smart
card reader. Before sending this details the user concatenate the user name and password.
MPi =
( Pi IX i )

Smart card reader SMi receives the registrant message <MPi, BKi> from the registrant user .
Smart card reader send the details of the user to the corresponding cluster head CH and then CH
forward to the base station Yi. If the above request is accepted, the base station receives the masked
password MPi. Then the masked password will get encrypted as specified in eqn. 1 and the encrypted
message is decrypted using eqn. 3. The encryption and decryption Di details are stored in the base
station. At the same time, base station will extract the minutiae from the biometric BKi and calculate
the standard deviation SD using eqn. 6.The evaluated details are stored in the Yi . After registering, the
base station send a smart card to the registered user.
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2.Login phase
After registration, access the real-time data from the WSNs by the user SXi in the login phase.
First user SXi insert the smart card into the smart card reader then inputs his/her identity SIXi and
password Spi into the reader terminal. The login user also concatenate the user name and password
before sending to the base station.
SMPi =
( SPi SIX i )

If the login message <SMPi > is received by the base station Yi ,as mentioned in the registration
phase, the base station will encrypt the masked password as in eqn. 2 and then decrypt the masked
password as in eqn. 4. After decryption Base station verify the user with the registered user. Check SMPi
is equal to the stored MPi . If not, then report wrong password Pi to the user. This process performs up
to some predefined number of times so that it can withstand password guessing attack by using stolen
or lost smart card. If the user name and password of the user is same, then it will ask the biometric SBKi
of the entered user SXi. If the user enters the biometrics SBKi, the Base station Yi extracts the minutiae of
the biometrics and calculate the SD using eqn. 2.In order to verify the biometric of the user, the
standard deviation of the user SXi and the corresponding SD of the registered user Xi is given as input to
the matching ABC optimization algorithm.
VERIFICATION PHASE
After receiving the authentication request message, execute a mutual authentication process
between the user and the remote system in the Verification phase. When Yi receives login message
<SIXi, SPi> from the user SXi , Yi first checks whether received SMPi is equal to the stored MPi. If not, then
report wrong password Pi to the user. If the user name and password of the user is same, then it will ask
the biometric SBKi of the entered user SXi. If the user enters the biometrics SBKi , base station verify the
biometric of the user SBKi matches with the registered biometric BKi using the ABC optimization
algorithm. If the maximum fitness value obtained from the algorithm is less than or equal to the
threshold means the user is authorized to access the real time information. Otherwise, the user is
declared as the unauthorized and he/she not have the permission to access the real time information.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a proposed secure RSA for remote user authentication in WSNs. The proposed
method is compared in terms of computational time and various attacks. Since WSNs needs more
efficient methods to perform mutual authentication in an insecure network environment, we use an
RSA-based mechanism to accomplish this. The proposed method can prevent all the problems of the
former schemes and provide mutual authentication to protect inside security and outside security.
Furthermore, it not only inherits the merits of RSA-based mechanism but also enhances the WSN
authentication with higher security than other methods. Therefore, the proposed method is more
suited to WSNs environments in terms of user authentication.
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